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Abstract
We put forward a new method for the solution of eigenvalue problems for (systems
of) ordinary differential equations, where our main focus is on eigenvalue problems
for singular Schrödinger equations arising for example in electronic structure computations. In most established standard methods, the generation of the starting
values for the computation of eigenvalues of higher index is a critical issue. Our approach comprises two stages: First we generate rough approximations by a matrix
method, which yields several eigenvalues and associated eigenfunctions simultaneously, albeit with moderate accuracy. In a second stage, these approximations are
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used as starting values for a collocation method which yields approximations of high
accuracy efficiently due to an adaptive mesh selection strategy, and additionally provides reliable error estimates. We successfully apply our method to the solution of
the quantum mechanical Kepler, Yukawa and the coupled ODE Stark problems.
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core solver, singular eigenvalue problems
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Introduction

The effective one-particle model of electronic structure theory of a nonrelativistic, quantum N-body problem comprises the determination of the N
lowest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions of a one-body Schrödinger
operator. The partial differential operator with effective local (multiplicative)
potential
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ψ 7→ − △ +V (x) ψ,
2




(2)

arises in Hartree as well as density functional theory (DFT). The potential
itself is determined in a nonlinear way from the eigenorbitals, but assumed
already given in this paper. For all atomic problems in the central field approximation and the core states in molecular and solid-state calculations, a
spherical potential is assumed and the PDE operator reduces to an ODE operator on L2 (R+ , C). A small perturbation from a spherical potential can be




described by a coupled set of ODEs on L2 R+ , CM , where M = (lmax + 1)2
is determined by the angular momentum cut-off [10,33].
The approximate, numerical computation of the ODE–EVP has been studied
since the time of D. Hartree and J. Slater [11,31]. Although it is not the major
source of computation time in solid-state applications, all electronic structure
codes contain some form of core-state solver [8,9] as an essential ingredient
[24]. Alternative methods exist [30] and important mathematical questions
still remain open.
For the formulation of the computational problem, the following important
questions need to be addressed:
Since long range potentials on unbounded intervals lead to an infinite point
spectrum, how many of these eigenvalues are of interest?
Should the problem solution be attempted on the interval r ∈ (0, ∞) or on a
suitably truncated interval (0, rmax ], where rmax is chosen appropriately?
How are problems treated where the potential is not given in a closed form?
Note that for the purpose of this paper, we assume that V can be evaluated
at arbitrary points.
These questions and the resulting solution method are normally only vaguely
3

stated in the physics literature, since the answers are determined by the context, assumed to be understood well-enough by physicists.
The standard core state solvers in solid-state electronic structure codes truncate to a bounded interval and use a two-sided shooting method based on the
solution of a nonstandard ODE-IVP for r > 0 to the right,
Ly = λy,
y(r) ∼ r l+1 ,

(3)
(4)

for r → 0,

and the corresponding problem starting at r = r∞ ≫ 1 with integration to the
left. Note that the employed multistep method uses the starting values y(0)
and y(h), which does not correspond to a Cauchy problem with y(0), y ′(0)
given. The matching is normally done at the outermost inflection point and
the eigenparameter λ is adapted until a C 1 function is obtained [7].
The actual implementation of the core state solver is further complicated by
the fact that relativistic effects are included to some extent, and often in fact
the radial Dirac equation is solved instead of the Schrödinger equation.
We present our method in this paper from the point of view of numerical analysis with a focus on general methods for singular ODE-EVP and comparison
with methods specially adapted to the linear Schrödinger equation.
The outline of the paper is the following: In Section 1 we give a brief review
of the theory and an overview of alternative approaches, in Sections 2 and 3
we present the collocation and matrix methods, the two central parts of our
computational method. In Section 4 we apply our method to the standard
problems of the hydrogen and the Yukawa problem and an ODE system resulting from the dc-Stark effect. The latter is validated against results based
on perturbation theory. The direct treatment of the Stark effect by a coupled
ODE system is new to the best of our knowledge and of at least didactical
4

value. Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions.

1

Eigenvalue Problems for Singular ODEs

We study eigenvalue problems for systems of linear ordinary differential equations
Ly = λy,
Ba y(a) + Bb y(b) = 0,

(5)
(6)

where L is a linear differential operator of order one or order two which may
be singular, particularly we allow a = −∞ and/or b = ∞ 3 .
The application that we focus on is the radial Schrödinger equation
1 d2
l(l + 1)
Ly(r) := −
+
+ V (r) y(r) = λy(r),
2 dr 2
2r 2
y(0) = y(∞) = 0,
!

r ∈ (0, ∞),

(7)
(8)

where l ∈ N0 . This represents a singular eigenvalue problem [26]. Since the
differential operator L is self-adjoint, the spectrum is real [32]. Our aim is to
compute the point spectrum of L numerically.
Our approach uses first a matrix method, which replaces the continuous problem by a finite discretization whose eigenvalues converge to those of the original
problem. This provides crude approximations of a large number of eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions simultaneously, which serve as starting values for a solution
3

In the second-order case, the boundary conditions (5) may additionally depend

on y ′ (a), y ′ (b); for notational simplicity, we restrict ourselves to Dirichlet boundary
conditions.

5

based on collocation on adaptive meshes with reliable error control.
Alternative to our approach, there is a number of successful codes for the
solution of (singular) Sturm-Liouville problems:
The code Sleign2 [3] uses the so-called Prüfer transformation to transform
the linear eigenvalue problem to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem believed to be
suitable for numerical integration. This task is realized by a two-sided shooting procedure which is iteratively refined until a matching condition at some
suitable interior point is satisfied up to a tolerance. Intricate preprocessing
is used to prepare for the numerical integration of the initial value problems
which is then realized by an explicit Runge-Kutta method.
Sledge [25] replaces the original equation by an approximating problem based
on step functions which has known exact solutions. Finally, either a one-sided
or two-sided shooting method is applied to determine the eigenvalue.
Sl02F [23] approximates the given problem by replacing the coefficient functions with piecewise constant approximations.
Matslise and Matscs [20,22,21] also use approximation of the coefficient
functions and a shooting procedure. This implies that the mesh which is used
for the numerical calculations is fixed during the whole shooting procedure.
Matslise does not offer any possibilities to solve eigenvalue problems for
systems of ODEs and also only a limited class of singular problems is covered.
Matscs on the other hand is a code specifically designed for the solution of
eigenvalue problems for systems of coupled, regular equations.
All these codes have in common that intricate procedures are integrated to
enable computation of particular eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of higher in6

dex.

2

Collocation Method

In the approach put forward and analyzed in [1], we rewrite the problem (5)–
(6) by introducing the following auxiliary quantities: We formally interpret λ
as a function of t and add the auxiliary differential equation
λ′ (t) = 0,

(9)

and define
x(t) :=

Zt

|y(τ )|2 dτ,

(10)

a

whence we have a further differential equation involving a quadratic nonlinearity, and two additional boundary conditions:
x′ (t) = |y(t)|2,

x(a) = 0,

x(b) = 1.

(11)

The resulting augmented system is a boundary value problem in standard
form (not an eigenvalue problem) for the set of unknowns y(t), λ(t) and x(t)
without any further unknown parameters. This system is subsequently solved
by polynomial collocation. In this way, at some extra cost we can make use
of the elaborate theory and practical usefulness of these methods, particularly
for singular problems, and use a code developed by the authors featuring
asymptotically correct error estimation and adaptive mesh selection for an
efficient and reliable solution of the problem [17].
7

To treat the unbounded interval, we use an approach successfully applied in
[5,6,16]: We split the interval at the point t = 1 and transform the problem
posed on [1, ∞) by t 7→ 1/t. This yields a system of doubled size on the finite
interval (0, 1], where the differential operator now has an essential singularity
at zero. This problem class is in the scope of our numerical approach [2].
Finally, the auxiliary equations (9) and (11) are added.
As the problem becomes nonlinear after the reformulation based on (9)–(11),
the solution is sensitive to the starting values for the solution of the associated discrete nonlinear algebraic system. Particularly, for many problems (7),
the eigenvalues accumulate at some finite number, which means that for the
computation of eigenvalues of higher index, very accurate starting guesses are
required. We propose to provide these by the matrix method introduced in the
next section.

3

Matrix Method

In this approach [18,26], the continuous problem (5)–(6) is replaced by an
algebraic eigenvalue problem, whose eigenvalues and eigenvectors are approximations to the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the original problem. This
can be done by any suitable discretization scheme. For simplicity, we describe
the approach for first order problems, but for efficiency we have also implemented a separate module for the direct solution of second order problems.
We describe the (singular) problem that results after transformation to a finite
interval, see Section 2.
We first consider a linear first order eigenvalue problem
8

M(t)
z(t) = λG(t)z(t),
tα
B0 z(0) + B1 z(1) = 0,
Lz(t) = z ′ (t) −

t ∈ (0, 1], α ≥ 1,

(12)
(13)

where z is a vector–valued function of dimension n. This general formulation
also includes the case when eigenvalue problems for higher order equations
are transformed to a first order system, and also the case of problems on
unbounded intervals after transformation to the finite interval (0, 1], see [2].
The differential problem (12)–(13) is discretized by any suitable discretization
scheme [18]. Since our main interest is in singular problems, we choose the
box scheme, which is known to have beneficial convergence properties for this
problem class [12,14]. The eigenvalues of the resulting generalized algebraic
eigenvalue problem
Av = λBv

(14)

can be shown to converge to the eigenvalues of the continuous problem [12,18]
as the discretization parameter h tends to zero. For the MATLAB computations reported in this paper, we used the MATLAB built-in eig function,
which computes the full spectrum of most general, non–Hermitian algebraic
eigenvalue problems with a possibly singular matrix B. In a production code,
the solution of this sub-problem deserves further attention. Particularly, methods which yield only a fraction of the spectrum will be of interest.
For many problems in our scope, the matrix B in (14) is singular, whence
standard convergence theory for this approach cannot be applied. According
to the results in [12], B may be any square matrix. However, standard solution
routines for the algebraic eigenvalue problem are commonly designed for the
case where A is symmetric and B is symmetric and positive definite.
9

In detail, the approximation scheme for the singular first order problem is
given by
zj+1 − zj
1 M(tj+1/2 )
1
−
(zj+1 + zj ) = λ G(tj+1/2 )(zj+1 + zj ),
α
hj
2 tj+1/2
2

(15)

B0 z0 + B1 zN = 0.

(16)

Since this numerical scheme uses no evaluation at t0 = 0, it can be applied
straight forwardly to singular problems.
The resulting matrix eigenvalue problem is given by
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(17)

where Dj , Gj and Rj are n × n matrices given by

Dj = −

1
1 M(tj+1/2 )
I−
,
hj
2 tαj+1/2

1 M(tj+1/2 )
1
I−
,
hj
2 tαj+1/2
1
Gj = G(tj+1/2 ), j = 0, . . . , N − 1.
2

Rj =

Here hj denotes the (not necessarily equidistant) step width and I is the
identity matrix. Subsequently we will actually use equidistant step-sizes for
the matrix method. A truly adaptive mesh refinement based on the solution
behavior for this method is computationally demanding, and is not necessary
for our purpose, as we use the matrix method only as a routine to provide
starting values for an adaptive solution method with reliable error control.
An a priori choice of a graded mesh is not appropriate here, as the underlying
discretization is robust with respect to the singularity [12].

Since we approximate the solution of (12)–(13) by solving the numerical
scheme (15) for a small step size hj , our aim is to estimate the approximation quality. Therefore, we are interested in how fast the computed value λn,h
converges to the exact eigenvalue λexact
as h = maxj hj tends to 0. In [12] the
n
following convergence result is given:
Theorem 3.1 Let α = 1 in (12)–(13), and assume that if M(0) has eigenvalues with positive real part σ0 , then σ0 > 2. If M ∈ C 3 , G ∈ C 2 , then
1

max |λexact
− λkn,h | ≤ C · (h2 | ln(h)|d−1 ) κ ,
n

1≤k≤τ

(18)

where τ is the dimension of the eigenspace corresponding to the exact eigen11

value λexact
, d is the dimension of the largest Jordan box associated with
n
the eigenvalue 0 of M, κ is the smallest integer l for which the nullspaces
(I − λexact
L−1 G)l and (I − λexact
L−1 G)l+1 coincide and λkn,h are the numerical
n
n
approximations of λexact
.
n
Remark: For the constant C in (18), it turns out that C = C(n), i. e. the
approximation quality deteriorates for eigenvalues with higher index, see also
[20,29]. While this can be shown theoretically when the matrix B in (14)
is symmetric positive definite [15], for our more general case we only have
numerical evidence of this property [29].

4

Applications

In this section, we give several numerical examples to illustrate the performance of our approximation method. First, we numerically illustrate our
claims on the convergence of our methods. We consider the eigenvalue problem
for the hydrogen atom [32]
!

1
l(l + 1) γ
− y ′′(r) +
−
y(r) = λy(r),
2
2r 2
r
y(0) = 0, y(∞) = 0,

r ∈ (0, ∞),

(19)
(20)

where γ = 1 is the nuclear charge. The eigenvalues are known analytically
to be equal to λn = − 2n1 2 . In the following, n denotes the principal quantum
number with n ∈ N. After our transformations to a first order problem on a
finite interval, the matrix method from Section 3 converges of second order:
Table 1 gives the empirical convergence order p for the approximation of the
eigenvalue for n = 4 and l = 3:
12

h

|λh − λh/2 |

p

1/50

1.221113e−03

2.383187

1/100

2.340697e−04

2.121570

1/200

5.378845e−05

2.021840

1/400

1.324508e−05

—

Table 1
1
Convergence order for λ = − 32
for example (19)–(20).

The solution by collocation methods has also been demonstrated to display the
optimal convergence order for singular problems [12–14] when applied to the
solution of eigenvalue problems as described in Section 2, see [1,29]. In Table 2
we demonstrate the advantage of using adaptive mesh refinement over fixed
(equidistant) grids. We show the reduction in the number of grid points which
are necessary to achieve the same accuracy on an adaptive mesh as compared
to an equidistant mesh. We conclude that our adaptive approach represents a
major advantage over the solution on a fixed grid.
λexact
n

abs. err. (equidistant)

N

abs. err (adaptive)

Nadaptive

1
− 18

1.2040e−10

535

1.2103e−10

240

1
− 32

4.7800e−10

488

4.7817e−10

397

1
− 50

1.6866e−09

750

1.6944e−09

469

Table 2
Example (19)–(20) with l = 2: Eigenvalues and errors computed on equidistant
meshes as compared to adaptive meshes.

The observations that the possibility to use the full functionality of our adap13

tive collocation code for singular boundary value problems [17] yields a significant gain in efficiency, while the required starting values can be cheaply
provided with sufficient accuracy by a matrix method 4 , lead us to put forward
the resulting combined approach, which we will subsequently test on several
examples of physical interest.
As an example of interest in the physics literature we first discuss the
Schrödinger equation for the radially symmetric Yukawa potential,
!

1
l(l + 1)
− y ′′(r) +
+ V (r) y(r) = λy(r),
2
2r 2
e−αr
,
V (r) = −
r
y(0) = 0, y(∞) = 0,

r ∈ (0, ∞),

(21)

(22)

where the parameter α > 0 is called screening parameter. Bound states exist
only for values of α below a threshold αc . The number of elements in the point
spectrum varies with α.
Table 3 shows the results of our hybrid method and compares them to values reported in [27]. The most remarkable advantage of our approach is the
high accuracy which is confirmed by a reliable a posteriori error estimate. In
the adaptive collocation method, 8 collocation points are used. For further
comparisons see [29].
The next example we discuss is the Schrödinger equation with the Hulthén
αe
potential, which corresponds to (21)–(22) for V (r) = − 1−e
−αr [27]. Table 4
−αr

4

Since the solutions for the eigenvalues of interest are isolated [1], it is clear that

the matrix method will provide successful initial approximations if the step-size is
small enough; the attempt to quantify this statement is not in the scope of the
present work, and clearly depends on the particular problem.

14

α

n

l

λ(0) (MM)

0.1

1

0

−0.4073

0.01

2

1

0.01

3

0.01

N

bvpsuite

errestλ

[27]

70

−0.40705803061326

2.2 · 10−19

−0.40705803061340

−0.1154

167

−0.11524522409056

1.1 · 10−19

−0.11524522409056

1

−0.0468

188

−0.04615310482916

8.2 · 10−20

−0.04615310482916

3

2

−0.0463

176

−0.04606145416066

5.4 · 10−20

−0.04606145416065

0.01

9

0

−0.00111

350

−0.00058524761250

7.2 · 10−21

−0.00058524761250

0.01

9

1

−0.00106

1034

−0.00056650762617

2.5 · 10−21

−0.0005665076261

Table 3
Example (21)–(22): Comparison of the eigenvalues of the Yukawa potential for several values of α reported in [27]. For the computations we prescribed tola = 10−15
and tolr = 10−10 . λ(0) (MM) denotes the initial approximation for the eigenvalue
computed by the matrix method.

gives a comparison of our results with those from [27], where the displayed
data corresponds with that in Table 3.
α

n

l

λ(0) (MM)

0.002

1

0

−0.4993

0.15

3

2

0.02

8

1

N

bvpsuite

errestλ

[27]

67

−0.49900049999985

8.7 · 10−18

−0.49900050000000

−0.0015

235

−0.00139659246573

1.9 · 10−20

−0.00139659246573

−0.0016

1441

−0.0009868327076

2.6 · 10−21

−0.0009868327076

Table 4
Example: Comparison of the eigenvalues of the Hulthén potential for several values
of α reported in [27]. For the computations we prescribed tola = 10−15 and tolr =
10−10 .

According to [4], for l = 0 exact eigenvalues can be determined analytically
for the Hulthén potential. These are given by
λexact
n

1 1 nα
=−
−
2 n
2


2

.

(23)

The resulting value corresponding to the first row in Table 4 is λ =
15

−0.49900050000000. The error estimate computed by our numerical method
is approximately equal to 10−18 , see Table 4, while the true error for l = 0 is
10−13 . This is no contradiction, since both errors are of the order of magnitude
of round-off in double precision arithmetic.
Finally, we give numerical results for a Schrödinger equation with matrixvalued potential to demonstrate that systems of equations can be treated
in a natural way by our code without any special handling. We discuss the
hydrogen atom in a dc-electric field in x3 -direction, the Stark effect [19,28],
which is given by the following PDE-operator
1
1
1
1
H (E) = − △ − − Efb (r) x3 = − △ − −
2
r
2
r

s

4π
Efb (r) rY10 (x) , (24)
3

where x = (x1 , x2 , x3 ). The function fb (r) makes the perturbation decay to
2

zero for large r and could be chosen as fb (r) := e−br , b ≥ 0. The potential is
no longer spherically symmetric and therefore no decoupled radial ODEs are
obtained. Standard expansion into spherical harmonics Yℓm and truncation at
lmax = 1 lead to two decoupled ODEs and the ODE system





 1 d2
−

 2 dr 2







+




− 1r
√E rfb (r)
3

y(0) = 0, y(∞) = 0.




− √E3 rfb (r) 



− 1r +

1
r2

 y(r)




= λy(r),

r ∈ (0, ∞),

(25)

(26)

It turns out that our approach works equally well for b = 0 which we will
henceforth use. For this problem, the eigenvalues can be determined approximately by time-independent perturbation theory in the parameter E, the
lowest eigenvalues split up in 2nd order perturbation theory [19]:
16

n

m

λ = λ (E)

1

0

− 12 − 94 E 2

2

0

− 18 + 3E − 84E 2

2

0

− 18 − 3E − 84E 2

2

−1

− 18 − 78E 2

2

1

− 18 − 78E 2

Table 5
Perturbation analysis of the Stark effect.

Table 6 shows our numerical results for E = 10−4 as compared to the values
determined by perturbation theory.
n

λ(0) (MM)

1

N

bvpsuite

errestλ

λper

−0.5001

100

−0.500000022499859

4.4 · 10−19

−0.500000022500000

2

−0.1253

163

−0.125300320116262

2.2 · 10−19

−0.125300840000000

3

−0.1247

163

−0.124700319903047

1.1 · 10−19

−0.124700840000000

Table 6
Example (25): The computed eigenvalues λ for E = 10−4 and b = 0 as compared to
the results from perturbation theory. The tolerances were set to tola = 10−15 and
tolr = 10−10 .

5

Conclusions

We have presented an alternative method for the solution of eigenvalue problems for singular ODEs which is very well suited for the radial Schrödinger
17

equation. Our approach is based on a routine to determine rough approximations to several of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions simultaneously, and
subsequent refinement by an adaptive collocation method which additionally
yields reliable error estimates. This method can be efficiently applied to a
more general class of singular boundary value problems, but can also compete
with methods especially adapted to the linear second order radial Schrödinger
equation. After briefly reviewing the key computational steps we apply our
method to a few standard problems of physical interest with encouraging results. Especially a radial coupled system of ODEs can be treated without
further adaptation. Therefore we can directly study the dc-Stark effect. A
comparison with known results from perturbation theory and results from the
literature demonstrate the precision of our approach. Since standard core state
solvers in electronic structure theory still use only the spherical part of the
potential, our method can be used to extend such routines.
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